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Seth is an “Energy personality essence, no longer focused in physical reality.” In my opinion, his intellect exceeds the
combined intellects of every great mind we have ever read about. This short ebook is a compilation of his quotes on
quasars, black holes, and entropy. Some of this information will be surprising to physicists and engineers. It is my hope
that these surprises will lead you to read more. On Quasars - “There is no intelligent life within them in your terms.
They are composed of endless intelligence. They are not matter, but in your terms they have been matter...They
represent what you would call an evolution of energy, so far advanced as to be unrecognizable as life to you.” On
Black Holes - “Electromagnetic properties are drawn into the black hole, and accelerated beyond imagination. The
acceleration and the activities within the black hole draw unbelievable proportions of additional energy from other
systems...the characteristics of the black hole itself are changed by this activity. A black hole is a white hole turned
inside out, in other words.” On Entropy - “No energy is not used. Entropy does not exist. It is the appearance only of an
effect within the physical perspectives; that seemingly unusable energy helps form your dream universe. That energy
from which you seem to get no work physically, that energy which seems to diminish in value, is plowed backward into
inwardness, regenerated and used to form universes without which you could not exist even as physical beings.” More
Seth quotes on these subjects and details are included.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eFor a complete list of my
published ebooks, see “Ebooks published on Smashwords and Lulu by Richard Lighthouse;” ISBN 9781370721948.
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